CASE REPORT

Rocking bed and prolonged independence from nocturnal non-invasive ventilation in neurogenic respiratory failure associated with limb weakness

L J Cormican, S Higgins, A C Davidson, R Howard, A J Williams

A 40 year old mother of three with autosomal dominant scapuloperoneal muscular dystrophy presented with severe neurogenic respiratory failure requiring nocturnal non-invasive ventilation (NIV). Because of the development of profound proximal muscular weakness as a consequence of the progressive nature of her neurological disease, she eventually was unable to apply and remove the facial interface to set up her NIV circuit. She therefore became dependent on her children and carers to start and stop NIV during the night. A rocking bed was successfully employed as an alternative to nocturnal NIV. Ventilation was facilitated by the passive movement of the diaphragm as a consequence of the movement of the abdominal contents under the effect of gravity. Benefit was demonstrated objectively by pulse oximetry and subjectively by the improvement in the patient’s symptomatology and prolonged independence at night. The ease of use of a rocking bed should be borne in mind when the necessity for nocturnal ventilatory support in neuromuscular disease results in the potential loss of independence for a patient. Her diagnosis was of probable autosomal dominant scapuloperoneal muscular dystrophy with secondary respiratory failure. Unfortunately she refused a muscle biopsy and genetic studies.

She was successfully established on overnight bi-level ventilation (NIPPV II, B&D Electromedical, Stratford-upon-Avon) administered through a nasal interface without supplemental oxygen (inspiratory and expiratory pressures 16 and 3 cm H2O, inspiratory: expiratory times 1:3.2 seconds). This was confirmed by improvement in her symptomatology and a repeat nocturnal domiciliary oximetry study.

However over the next eight months she complained of increasing proximal muscle weakness of her upper limbs to the point where she was unable to set up her non-invasive ventilation (NIV) circuit and especially to apply and remove her interface at night. To enable the patient to continue with her beneficial therapy at home additional supportive care would have been required throughout the night.

A rocking bed (fig 2), also known as a body ventilator, was employed as an alternative to her pre-existing bi-level NIV device. This bed, in which the patient slept for the night, rocked her through an arc of amplitude + to −30° 12 times per minute. This no longer necessitated the use of a nasal mask, nor the help of carers to establish her on NIV, as she merely had to activate or deactivate the rocking bed when required with the use of a switch. The use of alternative modes of ventilation such as negative pressure devices (iron lung, cuirass shell, and body jacket) was considered as they would have not required the use of a facial interface. However, to be established on such modes of ventilation the patient would still have required the help of a carer on a nightly basis. Therefore they offered no advantage in terms of prolonged independence for the patient.

The rocking bed was equally as effective as non-invasive positive pressure ventilation in the treatment of her nocturnal hypoventilation in terms of similar symptomatic benefit and as confirmed by overnight oximetry. Mean SpO2 on room air was 95% with a minimum of 81%, oxygen desaturation index was 3.66/hour, and heart rate variability was reduced with 16.35 6-beats per minute rises per hour in her pulse rate.

The patient was easily able to manage her alternative mode of ventilation, despite her progressive myopathic disease process, enabling her to prolong her period of independence and improve her quality of life.

DISCUSSION

The first observation that patients with diaphragmatic insufficiency could be assisted by rocking head up and head down was made by Eve who used the method to resuscitate a
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A 40 year old white mother of three presented with a five year history of increasing shortness of breath on exertion, proximal limb weakness, and orthopnoea. She was unable to carry her youngest child, walk on the steps of a stairs, or lie in a bath. She developed morning headaches, broken and unrefreshing sleep. On examination, deltoid wasting was apparent but there were no fasciculations. Her cranial nerves were intact. She had proximal muscle weakness of her upper and lower limbs, associated with loss of muscle bulk, and reduced tone. Reflexes were present and symmetrical. Her plantar reflexes were flexor and her gait was normal. Abdominal paradox was present and she used a rocking chair. She was unable to carry her youngest child, walk on the steps of a stairs, or lie in a bath. She developed morning headaches, broken and unrefreshing sleep. On examination, deltoid wasting was apparent but there were no fasciculations. Her cranial nerves were intact. She had proximal muscle weakness of her upper and lower limbs, associated with loss of muscle bulk, and reduced tone. Reflexes were present and symmetrical. Her plantar reflexes were flexor and her gait was normal. Abdominal paradox was present and she used a rocking chair.
child dying of diphtheric diaphragmatic paralysis. Rocking head up and then head down on a regular and frequent basis facilitates inspiration and expiration by the passive movement of the abdominal contents and hence the diaphragm. The navy employed rocking boards during the second world war as a means of resuscitation after drowning. The rocking bed has been used since the 1950s as a single therapeutic modality for respiratory insufficiency in a small number of patients who suffered from neuromuscular disease processes associated with diaphragm weakness and who required NIV. However the frequency of use of rocking beds has diminished with time, to the point where they are no longer available commercially except through specialist home mechanical ventilation units.

The technique has also been employed in the treatment of ventilatory failure caused by diaphragmatic dysfunction due to phrenic nerve injury after cardiac surgery. In a group of 20 patients with paralytic polio, the percentage increase in tidal volume generated was proportional to the arc through which the bed is rocked, increasing by 45% for an arc of 32° and by 66% for an arc of 40°. In a short term comparative study of ventilation by a rocking bed with negative pressure ventilation using a cuirass shell, both methods produced similar increments in $\text{SpO}_2$. Rocking beds have a valuable role in the management of patients who require NIV because of respiratory failure of neuromuscular origin involving the diaphragm. They also allow freedom from continuous NIV where its use is associated with local complications such as facial and nasal bridge ulceration. Rocking beds are also a useful alternative for patients when NIV is simply intolerable, thus having a palliative role.

For patients with neurological disease which manifests as respiratory failure and associated limb weakness, the necessity for NIV may accelerate the patient’s loss of independence because of the upper limb strength and coordination required for its establishment. A rocking bed, although an antiquated device, can deliver safe and effective ventilatory support for these patients and enable their continued independence.

The use of this device should be borne in mind in the treatment of ventilatory failure in this patient population.

Learning points

- Nocturnal non-invasive respiratory support is frequently required in respiratory failure due to neuromuscular disorders.
- Progressive neuromuscular disorders such as scapuloperoneal muscular dystrophy because of the eventual loss of proximal (and/or distal upper limb) function may result in increasing dependence on carers to establish and discontinue the patient on non-invasive ventilation (NIV).
- A rocking bed does not require the use of a facial or nasal interface, can be activated and deactivated by the patient, and facilitates prolongation of independence from NIV when clinically indicated in these patients.
- When tolerated, it is as effective subjectively and objectively as NIV.

![Figure 2](image2.jpg)  
**Figure 2** An example of a rocking bed in the head upright position.
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Endoscopic view of a gall stone impacted in the duodenum

A 72 year old man presented with severe episodic upper abdominal pain which settled spontaneously. He was left with recurrent vomiting requiring placement of a nasogastric tube. Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy revealed a gall stone impacted in the first part of the duodenum. Endoscopic removal was not possible. At laparotomy, the gall bladder was found to be adherent to the duodenum. The stone was manipulated into the stomach and removed via a gastrotomy. The postoperative period was complicated by an ischaemic cardiovascular accident from which the patient is now recovering.
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Figure 1 Endoscopic view of impacted gall stone.
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